Data mining is one of the leading and drastically growing researches nowadays. One of the main areas in data mining is Information Retrieval (IR). Information retrieval is a broad job and it is finding information without any structured nature. Infor-mation retrieval retrieves the user required information from a large collection of data. The existing approaches yet to improve the accuracy in terms of relevant accuracy. In this paper, it is motivated to provide an Information Retrieval System (IRS) where it can retrieve information with high relevancy. The proposed IRS is specially designed for physically challenged people like blind people where the input and the output taken/given is voice. The functionality of proposed IRS consists of three stages such as: (i) Voice to Text input, (II). Pattern Matching, and (III). Text to Voice output.In order to improve the accuracy and relevancy the proposed IRS uses an indexing method called Bag of Words (BOW). BOW is like an index-table which can be referred to store, compare and retrieve the information speedily and accurately. Indextable utilization in IRS improves the accuracy with minimized computational complexity. The proposed IRS is simulated in DOTNET software and the results are compared with the existing system results in order to evaluate the performance.
Introduction
In general IR is an activity is used by a few people for library management, paralegals and the digital library searching system. The world is growing with lots of changes were more than million number of people are using IR in everyday life like email, web searching. After sometime the IR system is used for information access and traditional searching in databases such as, searching an order, searching a product, searching a document from a digital library and so on. It is well known that the IR retrieves data from unstructured databases. The term "unstructured data" means the data is not clear, semantically overt and the format of the data is undefined. Simply can say that it is opposite to structured data (example: DBMS, RDBMS), but in real-time there is no data are not truly unstructured. Searching information, images, documents and files are created based on the visual appearance and the properties of the data, document and images. Information retrieval is a challenging problem where it has been received a considerable attention from most of the researchers in various fields of image processing, data mining, information retrieval and computer vision and multimedia systems. The growth of web technology brings a drastic increase in data usage published in the recent decades, which has been a great challenge to develop efficient information retrieval systems to help all the users in IR systems. Traditional IR models such as: vector space model [16] , classical probabilistic IR models [15] and language modeling approaches [13] are used for query based document retrieval and works independently. Web search engines are used for entity based retrieval [14, 12] used for commercial purpose. An entity based web document retrieval [9] [10] [11] are used in the earlier research works to provide a better semantic based document searching. Searching, information retrieval, content based information retrieval systems are still getting urgent demand in the web applications [17] , [18] . The retrieval system concentrates on features as important for information extraction. Most of the paper follows the feature based IR on content based image retrieval systems [19] [20] [21] . Some of the IR systems used to transform in order to decompose and represent various resolutions, various sizes and various amounts of information [22] [23] . Wavelet transform have been successfully applied to image Denoising [24] , image compression [25] and texture analysis [26] . In [27] the authors propose a new CBIR system using color and texture features. In this paper texture features are extracted Euclidean distance measure to obtain the similarity measurement between a query text and text in the database. In [28] wavelet basis was used to characterize each query image and also to maximize the retrieval performance in a training data set. To make IRS is more efficient, IRS is not constructed based on all the entities. It is query independent. For each voice query the index is selected and then the related data are selected from different location. One the index is matched, then IRS decides the location of the data and the entities of the index-data from the database. In this paper the information retrieval system is developed using index searching and pattern matching methodologies. To do Index searching BOW is used. The contribution of the proposed IRS work is:
The proposed model clearly says about the entire functionality of the proposed IRS and it is shown in Figure-1 . Any physically challenged people one who are not able to operate the keyboard can use this application. In this paper, it is assumed that the application is developed for online shopping. The user can say about the product in mic then the voice is converted into text. The converted text is taken as a keyword for pattern matching in the product database. During the pattern matching keyword is verified with the BOW in order to check the product availability. If the keyword is available in BOW then the other relevant information about the product is taken from the database, converted into voice, and play back to the user. It is an advanced application can be used in handheld devices also. Bag-of-Words One of the most common methodologies to obtain the entire data is by visual words and it can be applied as text indexing and retrieval scheme. The index is created from any one of the feature of the data stored in the DB before persisting newly in the DB. It can be called as Bag-of Words or bag of feature model. Some of the static terms are taken from the data and it is maintained as a catalog (BOW). This catalog is compared with the database data for retrieving the specific data matched with the catalog. The data retrieval using keywords can predict maximum relevant based data and it satisfies the customer. In this proposed IRS, whenever a new product detail is entered into the database, any one of the data feature is added as index word into the BOW. It needs not be a numeric or character data type and it can arrange the entire BOW automatic while inserting a new index. This automatically arranging of index words helps to compare and retrieve the relevant data speedily and accurately without computational complexity. For example: when a new data dnis inserted into the database D, one of the feature from the feature set fi= {f1, f2, fn} is stored into BOW. Each field of the data is considered as separate features and any one of the field is stored into BOW. In an image retrieval system BOW is created automatically using LABELME tool. But in case of alphanumeric data the feature has chosen as keyword manually by the developer according to the convenient. Figure-2 shows the way of BOW creation and it can be used to compare the product availability in the database. The data classification and retrieval is based on the BOW index, where BOW is the structured features taken from all the trained data inserted in the database. The word stored in the BOW belongs to the same class and it is behaving like a codebook used to cluster and classify the entire dataset. The words of all dictionaries represent frequent structures of all form types. Each word type is represented by a feature vector. The structural features of a form sj are calculated and are assigned to the cluster center wi (word) with the smallest (Euclidian) distance mini ||sj-Wi||. This distance is used to fetch the matching BOW for the voice into text (keyword). Voice -To-Text A portion of the IRS system is programmed to recognize the speech (voice), and convert into text using speech synthesization mechanism available in the system library.The inbuilt speech recognition engine is instantiated initially, then the defined grammar is loaded in order to recognize the phrases. Adding grammar is used to identify the grammar-name. Each time the grammar is loaded dynamically in order to update the new BOW inserted. This updating can be obtained by the recognizer update method. In this paper the IRS listens to the user whether any speech data is entered into the system. The speech recognition engine is already loaded with the predefined trained text in the background. Each time speech made one line of text is displayed at a time in the system. The main advantage of this system is it will wait for a small interval in order to avoid congestion and proceed with the next BOW. If the speech is understandable by the speech engine then it keeps idle and wait for the next speech and it won't create any software breakup. The speech to text is an application where it does translate words into text as much as possible due to various countries' accent variation. Other than the IRS, this voice to text conversion is used in healthcare, traffic systems, military, telephony and education systems. It is mainly focused for people with dis-abilities. This paper follows a fuzzy logic based Speech Recognition of Linguistic Content method [1] . In this method a word in a language, speaks in different accents, different speeds of pronunciation and with different emphasis. For example, the word "vector" of the English language will be spoken by an American as "vektor", with curtness at the 'c' and at the 't', while a Britisher will speak it as "vectorr", with emphasis on the 'c' and a slight repetition on the 'r'. Similarly, a Russian will speak this word as "vecthor", with softness on the 't'. However, the word remains the same, that is, "vector", with slight variations with respect to different accents, speeds of pronunciation and emphasis. Thus, a single word can be represented as a fuzzy set. However, a word is too specific so as to fit into a generic model of speech recognition. To have a more general model, the fuzzification of phonemes is more appropriate. This model is therefore applied to spoken sentences. One fuzzy set is based on accents, the second on the speeds of pronunciation and the third on emphasis. The use of this method will be especially for speech-to-text conversion, by filtering out the unnecessary paralinguistic information from the spoken sentences. Pattern Matching In this paper the main idea is to search from right to left in the pattern. With this scheme, searching is faster than average. In order to do this the Boyer-Moore (BM) algorithm positions the pattern over the leftmost characters in the text and attempts to match it from right to left. If no mismatch occurs, then the pattern has been found. Otherwise, the algorithm computes a shift; that is, an amount by which the pattern is moved to the right before a new matching attempt is undertaken. The shift can be computed using two heuristics: the match heuristic and the occurrence heuristic. The match heuristic is obtained by noting that when the pattern is moved to the right, it must 1) Match all the characters previously matched, and 2) To bring a different character to the position in the text that caused the mismatch. The last condition is mentioned in the Boyer-Moore paper [3] , but was introduced into the algorithm by Knuth et al. [2] . Following the later reference, we call the original shift table , and the improved version ̂. The formal definitions are 
for every symbol x in the alphabet.This methodology is used to compare the voice converted text with BOW and with the database. If the pattern matches the database, then the voice based reply is produced to the physically challenged people. The voice is produced by converting the relevant record information obtained from the database and convert into voice. Text-To-Voice Text-to-speech synthesis takes place in several steps. The TTS systems get a text as input, which it first must analyze and then transform into a phonetic description. Then in a further step it generates the prosody. From the information now available, it can produce a speech signal. The structure of the text-to-speech synthesizer can be broken down into major modules: Natural Language Processing (NLP) module: It produces a phonetic transcription of the text read, together with prosody.
 Digital Signal Processing (DSP) module: It transforms the symbolic information it receives from NLP into audible and intelligible speech. The major operations of the NLP module are as follows:  Text Analysis: First the text is segmented into tokens. The token-to-word conversion creates the orthographic form of the token. For the token "Mr" the orthographic form "Mister" is formed by expansion, the token "12" gets the orthographic form "twelve" and "1997" is transformed to "nineteen ninety seven".  Application of Pronunciation Rules: After the text analysis has been completed, pronunciation rules can be applied. Letters cannot be transformed 1:1 into phonemes because the correspondence is not always parallel. In certain environments, a single letter can correspond to either no phoneme (for example, "h" in "caught") or several phoneme ("m" in "Maximum"). In addition, several letters can correspond to a single phoneme ("ch" in "rich"). There are two strategies to determine pronunciation: In dictionary-based solution with morphological components, as many morphemes (words) as possible are stored in a dictionary. Full forms are generated by means of inflection, derivation and composition rules. Alternatively, a full form dictionary is used in which all possible word forms are stored. Pronunciation rules determine the pronunciation of words not found in the dictionary. In a rule based solution, pronunciation rules are generated from the phonological knowledge of dictionaries. Only words whose pronunciation is a complete exception are included in the dictionary.
The two applications differ significantly in the size of their dictionaries. The dictionary-based solution is many times larger than the rules-based solution's dictionary of exception. However, dictionary-based solutions can be more exact than rule-based solution if they have a large enough phonetic dictionary available. Whenever a voice input into IRS it is taken as the query for searching the relevant product from the database. Query enriches expansion is a general strategy used in text retrieval, which is directly adapted to the BOW model in all kinds of data retrieval. In this project the query expansion is simply taken as index searching with BOW and pattern matching with the database. There are various query methods are available like Transitive Closure Expansion (TCE) [4] , and Additive Query Expansion (AQE) [5] . In this paper the TCE is used for query processing system. Initially the query word (voice to text) is compared with the index where each visual word has an index indicating that the entire data is available in the database or not. This paper doesn't calculate the score value defining the similarity [6] , since the keyword is unique. Using the above text to speech conversion the voice reply is generated and playwith the user. The entire functionality of the proposed IRS is given in the form of algorithms, it can be coded in any computer programming language and the efficiency can be evaluated. Algorithm_IRS (string product) { Input: voice, product data, initial BOW; Output: voice Description:
1) user speech in mic 2) Voice is converted into text 3) Apply a pattern matching algorithm 4) Search text into BOW 5) If(text exists in BOW) then search in DB 6) Voice (" product details"); // all the fields from the matched field is converted into voice 7) Else 8) Voice ("product not available"); 9) End 10) If any product insertion then 11) field-i insert into BOW } Experimental Setup The functionality of the proposed IRS is programmed in DOTNET 2010 software and the results are produced. There are 25 systems are installed in a laboratory in order to evaluate the system performance. In all, the system DOTNET software and the IRS module is installed. The proposed IRS is programmed, experimented in DOT-NET software and the results are given below to analyze the performance. One among the systems is assumed as the server and the database is installed. The database is a lexical dictionary which consists of a collection of data in the form of rows. Each row consists of various numbers of columns which is not having appeared like a table. Another system is assumed as a middleware, having BOW table, which consists of a set of all inserted index keywords. Whenever a voice input entry to the system it refers the BOW first and then comes to the database server, which reduces the computational complexity. In order to experiment the proposed IRS, a product dataset is taken from [8] and experimented. 100 different productsare stored in the database. It is assumed that the most of the product names are known by the user and it is online shopping. Some of the product name with some more relevant information about the product is shown in Table- 1. Product code, product name are the two main features mostly used for searching the product information speedily in the entire database. Instead of concentrating all modules of online shopping, it is simply coming to know the product availability and product price with other relevant information about the product. The database consists of 15 fields in the table wereon our paper only 5 fields are taken as important information to verify the IRS performance. In common product-code is used as searching indexes, but here due to voice mining, product name is used as searching indexes. There are 100 data is stored in the table where during searching computational time is spent only 100 comparisons and data fetching. For an N number of comparisons the computation time taken is 2N+2.The following figures show that the efficiency of the proposed IRS in terms of accuracy, timeliness and response generations. In order to evaluate the performance, the number of data used in the database table is changed and verified. The number of data is changed from 100 to 1000 and the performance is compared. In this paper the user provides their input as voice through multimedia input device. The voice is recorded and recognized by the speech engine installed in the system and it is converted into text. The voice recognition is a big process if the Voice-accent is understood by the speech engine then it converts the voice into text. In this process, the number of voices is recognized accurately for the voice input given into the IRS. In order to evaluate the voice recognition accuracy by the IRS, the number of voice input is increased and the recognition rate is calculated. The number of voice input may be changed from 25 to 250. Each round of experiments the number of voice input is increased by 25. Out of the input voice, the number of voices recognized by the IRS system is calculated and shown in Figure-3 . Still Google-Voice play is also finding difficulties in terms of voice recognition. In the proposed IRS system the recognition rate is better and it is increased according to the number of voice input increases. The recognition rate is proportionally increased, according to the number of voice inputs getting increased. After successful recognition, the voice is converted into text (it is taken as a keyword) for comparison with the BOW. If the keyword matched with the BOW index, then directly compared with the database in order to process the pattern matching. If the pattern matched, then the relevant record data are fetched from the data row then converted into voice again. This text-tovoice conversion is played to the user who passed the voice input. According to the number of voice input processed, the number of voice reply is calculated and the quality of the IRS is verified. The number of voice reply against the number of voices is shown in Figure-4 . Figure-4 says that the voice reply is increased according to the number of input voice. It is clear that after index matching the reply can be generated according to the pattern availability. The reply may be about the product or it is a message saying that particular product is not available and since there should be a compulsory voice reply for each voice input if it matched with the index. The execution process is precededwhen the index is matched, else it is dropped executing the next process. Hence the proposed IRS reduces the computational complexity. Also Figure-4 shows that the number of voice reply is merely equal to the number voice input given into the proposed IRS. It cannot be concluded that the pattern matching will be performed if the keyword matched with the BOW index due to the product may not be available. The pattern matching algorithms used in this paper find the distance between the possible patterns obtained from the DB with the input pattern. If the distance is merely equal to zero, then the pattern is matched, else it is not matched. According to the pattern matching algorithm, the accuracy is calculated and shown in Figure-5 . The percentage of pattern matching is merely equal to the percentage of index matching. From this figure, it is clear that the number of pattern matching is lesser than the number of index matching. After the index matching successful the appropriate pattern may not available in the database and it affects the pattern matching accuracy. It cannot be concluded that the accuracy of the IRS is less. In this paper the accuracy of the entire IR system can be taken as the average of both index matching and pattern matching. The computational complexity refers the number of statements in the program to be executed in the compiler and the time taken to compile. The number of statements in the program decides the compilation time and the compilation time taken by the proposed IRS is shown in Figure-6 . The figure shows that the computational time is less and it increases, according to the number of inputs increased. It means that for 100 numbers of data it takes only 4 seconds to make the entire process of IRS. Also the efficiency can be calculated according to the number of response generation against number of input queries. The number of query response against the number of input queries is shown in Figure-7 . IRS proved that the number of pattern matching is not depending on the number of index matching completely. It depends on the index matching and the data availability. This figure shows the number of voice reply (response) provided to the user against the query input. The voice reply is gradually increased according to the number voice query applied. The accent and the data availability determine the accuracy of the pattern matching and voice reply accuracy. In this paper the number of indices matched and the number of patterns matched is calculated and shown in Figure-8 and Figure-9 respectively. The number of query index matching is proportionally increased, according to the number of query data and accent. The number of pattern matching is up and down in scale due to match pattern and the data availableon the DS. In order to evaluate the performance the proposed IRS results are compared with the existing approach.
Performance analysis
The performance of the IRS is evaluated by comparing the mining accuracy and time complexity with the existing approaches [8] . The proposed IRS and the existing IR system are using the data-dictionary at the back end. The data dictionary size is 100, 120 and 140 in terms of number of words. Figure-10 shows the mining accuracy comparison between proposed IRS and the existing IR [8] system. It is clear that the mining accuracy obtained by the proposed IRS is more than the existing IR. To verify the accuracy and comparability the size of the data dictionary is changed gradually and experimented. In each time of the experiment the mining accuracy is also gradually increased in proposed IRS and it is greater than the existing IR accuracy. Time taken to process the query and response generation and for pattern matching is computed for the proposed IRS and compared with the existing IR system. The time taken by the proposed IRS is lesser than the existing approach time. The experiment is repeated for all the dictionary size 100, 120 and 140, and the time calculated. The calculated time includes the voice processing, BOW index matching and pattern matching time. The complete processing time for one job in the proposed IRS is, time from query word is obtained from voice, compared with the BOW, if exists then it compare with the database. Time taken to process the information retrieved by the proposed and existing is shown in Figure-11 . From this figure, it is clear that the time taken by the proposed approach is lesser than the existing approach. 
Run time efficiency
The efficiency of the proposed IRS is calculated while applying IRS to provide online retrieval and voice reply for large set of database collection. Comparing with the traditional IR approaches, the overhead of proposed voice based IRS comprises four parts: (i). Converting voice to text; (ii). Matching query words in BOW; (iii). Pattern Matching with DB; (iv). Voice based Reply. The previous research off-the-shelf recognition toolkits could already handle the entity annotation on queries well with the high accuracy and low latency. By building BOW using the data features, the overhead of index matching and pattern matching process is reduced to do information retrieval. It reduces the time complexity and computational complexity and since this proposed IRS can be extended to large scale data collection, web applications and in wireless network based applications.
Conclusion
The main objective of this paper is to develop a data mining model for physically challenged people using voice. The proposed IRS uses BOW model in order to retrieve the relevant information from the data. Comparing BOW reduces the computational complexity and searching time. In this paper the proposed IRS handle a smart way of information retrieval approach, which estimate the data availability by comparing the index in order to reduce the time and computational complexity. It can be applied for high -dimensional data entity space. This proposed IRS provides voice to text, text to voice and visual word comparison for improving the efficiency of the information retrieval system. From the results it is clear that this approach is efficient in term of reduced computation complexity, reduced time and it is a special kind of information retrieval system helps to social for physically challenge people like blind and no able to operate keyboard. To further improve the performance of BoW, can be used to introduce the idea of incorporating spatial information, combining BoW model with global features and query expansion.
